Natural Killer (NK) Cells in Oncology {#S1}
=====================================

So far T cells have been the mainstay of cancer immunotherapy; however, it is generally recognized that NK cells also play an essential role in antitumor immunity. Certainly in the prevention of metastases through the elimination of circulating cancer stem cells with a high metastatic potential, NK cells are recognized as main immune effector cells ([@B1]). Moreover, as solid tumors have a propensity to particularly down-regulate MHC-I, NK cells provide a failsafe mechanism in these circumstances where cytotoxic T cells, which depend on MHC-I for tumor recognition and elimination, are debilitated. NK cells have recently been more intensely explored as a viable therapeutic platform next to T cell-based approaches. This review aims to summarize the latest developments in the clinical translation of adoptive transfer of NK cells in the oncology field.

NK Cells and Their Activating and Inhibitory Receptors {#S2}
======================================================

Human NK cells are generally categorized by their level of CD56 and CD16 expression into two subsets: CD56^bright^CD16^dim^ and CD56^dim^CD16^bright^ NK cells. Most NK cells in the peripheral blood and spleen are CD56^dim^CD16^bright^ and are cytotoxic against a variety of tumor cells, whereas CD56^bright^CD16^dim^ NK cells are immune regulatory in function and constitute the majority in secondary lymphoid tissues, producing abundant cytokines but exerting weak cytotoxicity compared to CD56^dim^CD16^bright^ NK cells ([@B2]). The ability of NK cells to discriminate between a cancer cell and a healthy cell is regulated by a balance between its activating and inhibitory receptors. NK-activating receptors such as DNAM-1 and NKG2D; natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCRs) such as NKp30, NKp44, NKp46, CD94/NKG2C, CD94/NKG2E, and CD16a; and activating killer cell-immunoglobulin like receptors (KIRs) contribute to NK cell activation, triggering the release of cytotoxic granules and proinflammatory cytokines such as interferon gamma (IFNγ) from NK cells to lyse cancer cells ([@B3]). The NK cell-activating receptor NKG2D (CD314) recognizes MHC class-I-chain related proteins A and B (MICA and MICB) and ULBPs ([@B1]--[@B6]), while DNAM-1 binds to CD112 (Nectin-2) and CD155 (poliovirus receptor) ([@B5]) on stressed, infected, and cancer cells. The ligands for NCRs are widely expressed on cells infected by viruses or by intracellular bacteria and on tumor cells, but their exact modes of action are yet to be characterized to define their role in NK cytotoxicity ([@B6]). In addition to this, the heterodimers of the NKG2 family; CD94/NKG2C and CD94/NKG2E recognize the non-classical MHC class I molecule HLA-E and associate with DAP-12 molecule to trigger an NK activation signal ([@B7], [@B8]). Another very important activation mechanism of NK cells is through the interaction of CD16a (FcγRIIIa, a low affinity Fc receptor) with the Fc portion of IgG~1~ antibodies, forming an immunological synapse to engage antibody opsonized targets for NK cell-mediated antibody-dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) ([@B9]). Besides engaging activating receptors, NK cells also induce target cell death using tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), Fas ligand, and TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) ([@B10]). The most prominent NK cell inhibitory receptors include inhibitory KIRs that recognize MHC class I (HLA-ABC) molecules, which are universally expressed on healthy tissues. Similarly, CD94/NKG2A, an inhibitory receptor from the NKG2 family, binds to HLA-E and induces NK cell tolerance through the activation of an intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM) ([@B8]). Hence, knowing that NK cell functions are determined by an array of receptors, which can either potentiate an activating or inhibitory signal, depending on different ligand interactions with tumor cells, it is critical to shift the balance in a therapeutic setting toward an activating NK phenotype to expedite enhanced NK tumor killing mechanisms.

NK Cell Dysfunctionality in Cancer {#S3}
==================================

Natural killer cells can control circulating tumor cells and prevent formation of tumor metastases ([@B11]). However, tumors employ different strategies to evade killing by NK cells. Upregulation of inhibitory ligands such as MHC class I molecules (HLA-ABC, HLA-G and HLA-E) has been associated with a stronger inhibitory signal to NK cells ([@B12]--[@B15]). Furthermore, increased expression of the inhibitory NKG2A receptor reported in renal cell carcinoma resulted in decreased functionality of tumor infiltrating NK cells ([@B16]). On the other hand, downregulation of NK-activating ligands for NKG2D such as MICA and MICB and increased shedding of tumor-derived soluble MIC also impair NKG2D-mediated NK cell tumor recognition ([@B17]). Another important necessity for optimal NK cell function is the ability to home and migrate to tumor sites. Several studies have correlated increased homing of NK cells to tumor tissues with improved treatment outcomes in solid tumors ([@B18]--[@B22]). However, the immunosuppressive tumor stroma comprising regulatory T cells (T-regs) ([@B23]), myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) ([@B24]), M2 macrophages ([@B25]), and immature dendritic cells severely restricts NK cell functionality and their entry into solid tumors. In chronic diseases, such as those associated with human immunodeficiency virus and cytomegalovirus infections, mainly exhausted NK cells with decreased cytokine production and reduced cytolytic activity are observed ([@B26], [@B27]). In a study with breast cancer patients, the NK cell expression levels of activating receptors (NKG2D, DNAM, CD16, and NKp30) were decreased, whereas inhibitory receptor (NKG2A) expression levels were increased and this apparent dysfunctionality of NK cells was found to directly affect NK cell cytotoxicity ([@B28]). Similarly, the effector subset of NK cells (CD56^dim^CD16^+^) from head and neck and breast cancer patients, when tested *in vitro*, was highly prone to apoptosis, thus pointing to low NK cell activity in these patients ([@B29]). Impaired NK cell functionality may result from tumor-imposed suppressive mechanisms and presents a major hurdle for NK cell-targeted immunotherapies. Therefore, approaches to restore or replace impaired NK cell cytotoxicity may prove essential for an effective host defense against cancers.

NK Cells in the Clinic {#S4}
======================

Novel NK cell-based immunotherapeutic strategies are being developed to overcome the functional limitations of the use of cancer patients' autologous NK cells. To increase the number of functional NK cells even in case of a high tumor load, adoptive transfer of autologous NK cells served as a very feasible approach, as this ruled out the need for immunosuppression, HLA-matching, and prevented the risk of graft versus host disease (GvHD). These advantages sparked the initiation of large-scale expansion protocols and clinical trials using autologous NK cells as a treatment modality for cancer. Though adoptive transfer of autologous NK cells resulted in an increased number of circulating NK cells in peripheral blood, it failed to produce significant therapeutic effects in hematological malignancies, metastatic melanoma, and renal cell carcinoma patients due to the inhibition by self-HLA molecules ([@B30]--[@B32]). Moreover, the expansion efficiency and functional status of autologous NK cells were still limited when compared to allogeneic NK cells, as autologous cells were often obtained from heavily pretreated patients ([@B33]). In addition to this, it was difficult to track infused autologous NK cells in patients and to study their antitumor effects from peripheral blood analyses due to the inability to differentiate *ex vivo* manipulated and transferred autologous NK cells from the non-manipulated circulating NK cells. These limitations motivated researchers shifting their focus to allogeneic NK cells to treat cancer.

In patients with leukemia undergoing allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), NK cells, being the first lymphoid subset to appear after allogeneic HSCT ([@B34]), play a crucial role in controlling host defense against infections and residual cancer cells before T cells are reconstituted ([@B35]). These donor T cells are prime mediators of GvHD ([@B36]), and the life-threatening complications that arise due to GvHD have completely overshadowed the beneficial effects of alloreactive NK and T cells, fueling efforts to use T cell depleted grafts ([@B37]). Further, this led to the development of NK cell-based therapies coupled with T cell depleted HSCs to enhance the graft versus tumor effect (GvT) without causing GvHD. Unlike autologous NK cells, allogeneic NK cells are not restricted by the patient's tumor's HLA expression, which is an added advantage to mount an improved anti-tumor effect ([@B38], [@B39]). Current translational efforts that are explored as anticancer therapies include adoptive transfer of *ex vivo* activated and/or expanded allogeneic NK cells, either alone or in combination with HSCT.

Sources of Allogeneic NK Cells Used in the Clinic {#S5}
=================================================

Commonly used allogeneic NK cells are apheresis products collected from haploidentical and unrelated donor PBMC ([@B40]). Another source is umbilical cord blood (UCB), where NK cells are generated from CD34+ progenitor cells that undergo expansion and differentiation using cytokines and growth factors and thereby mature into cytolytic NK cells ([@B41]). Apart from PBMC and UCB, NK cells have also been obtained from the clonal cell line NK-92, derived from immortalized lymphoma NK cells ([@B42], [@B43]).

Allogeneic NK Cell Therapy in a Transplant Setting {#S6}
==================================================

Autologous or allogeneic HSCT serves as a curative regimen by reconstituting the immune system in hematological malignancies. At an earlier stage post HSCT, NK and T cells developing from the graft are immature and less in number with reduced functionality. Under those circumstances, the infusion of purified allogeneic NK cells was explored as a viable option to target minimal residual disease (MRD), prevent graft failure, and relapse. Grafts for allogeneic HSCT and allogeneic NK cell treatments were obtained from HLA matched/mismatched and related/unrelated donors ([@B38], [@B39]). Earlier clinical trials performed by Passweg et al. ([@B44]), Koehl et al. ([@B45]), Shi et al. ([@B46]), Yoon et al. ([@B47]), Rizzieri et al. ([@B48]), and Brehm et al. ([@B49]) have shown that NK cells can be safely administered prior to or post HSCT in patients with different types of hematological diseases. Immune suppression is a prerequisite prior to most of the allogeneic HSCT and NK-cell infusions. A non-myeloablative conditioning regimen usually consisting of cyclophosphamide (Cy) and fludarabine (Flu) was found to facilitate NK cell persistence and expansion *in vivo* ([@B50]). High doses of Cy/Flu caused pancytopenia and resulted in high plasma IL-15 levels, which also correlated with the detection of adoptively transferred NK cells up to 14 days after infusion, thus suggesting that excess IL-15 was probably utilized by the NK cells to proliferate and persist longer *in vivo* ([@B51]). A summary of clinical trials with allogeneic NK-cell infusions in a HSCT setting with published data is summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, and selected clinical trials from recent years are reviewed below.

###### 

**Summary of allogeneic NK cell clinical trials in a transplantation setting**.

  Study                                                              Malignancy                                                               Clinical trial design                                                                                                                                                                                  Culture method[^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                          Infused dose NK cells                                                                                                                                            Final product characteristics                                                                                                                                                                                               Outcome
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Phase I (NCT01729091) Shah et al. ([@B59])                         MM (*n* = 12)                                                            Conditioning with Mel on day 7 and Lnd from days 8 to 2 prior to UCB-NK-cell infusion (day 5), followed by autologous-HSCT on day 0                                                                    *Ex vivo* expanded MNCs from unrelated UCB donors. Culture duration: 14 days with irradiated K562 clone 9.mbIL-21 aAPCs and IL-2 [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted (on day 7)                                                Four escalating doses: 5 × 10^6^, 1 × 10^7^, 5 × 10^7^, and 1 × 10^8^ cells/kg                                                                                   Mean purity: 98.9% CD56+/CD3− cells                                                                                                                                                                                         Well tolerated. No GvHD. 4/12 progressed or relapsed (median of 21 months follow-up)
  Phase I (NCT01795378) Choi et al. ([@B58])                         AML (*n* = 45) and ALL (*n* = 6)                                         Haplo-HSCT followed by DNKI from the same donor on days 6, 9, 13, and 20 post HSCT                                                                                                                     *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 2--3 weeks with IL-15 and IL-21                                                                                                                Four escalating doses: median DNKIs are 5 × 10^7^, 5 × 10^7^, 1 × 10^8^, and 2 × 10^8^ cells/kg                                                                  Median viability: 80%. Purity: 48--98% CD56+ CD122+ cells. 0--22% CD3+ CD56+ cells. 0--10.4% CD3+ CD56− cells                                                                                                               Toxicity observed in 73% of patients, 9/45 aGvHD. 29/51 CR (9.3--34.7 months follow-up), 35/51 PD
  Phase I (NCT00402558) Phase II (NCT01390402) Lee et al. ([@B57])   AML (*n* = 8), MDS (*n* = 6), and CML (*n* = 7)                          Conditioning with Flu/Bu prior to haplo-allo NK-cell infusion, followed by IL-2 therapy (5×, daily); conditioning with Thy/Tac prior to HLA-matched related unrelated allo-HSCT                        *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with IL-2. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected (in three infusions)                                            Four escalating doses: 1 × 10^6^, 5 × 10^6^, 3 × 10^7^, and 3 × 10^7^ cells/kg in Phase I study. Four escalating doses of 5 × 10^6^ cells/kg in Phase II study   Median purity: 0.02% CD3+ cells. 11.41% CD14+ cells. 21.84% CD19+ cells. 14.1% CD56+ CD3− cells                                                                                                                             Well tolerated, no GvHD. 5/21 CR, 5/21 died of transplantation related issues and 11/21 died of relapse
  Phase I (NCT01287104) Shah et al. ([@B56])                         EWS (*n* = 5), DSRCT (*n* = 3), RMS (*n* = 1)                            HLA matched haplo- or unrelated allo-HSCT followed by aNK-DLI from the same donor on day 7 and 35 post HSCT                                                                                            *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 9--11 days with KT64.4-BBL artificial antigen presenting cells. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                Repeated doses (2× doses 1, 2, and 3): 1 × 10^5^ cells/kg (dose 1), 1 × 10^6^ cells/kg (dose 2), and 1 × 10^7^ cells/kg (dose 3)                                 Median purity: CD3+ cells 1.4 × 10^4^ cells/kg. CD56+ cells ≥90%. Viability: ≥70%                                                                                                                                           5/9 aGvHD. 2/9 SD, 7/9 CR. 4/9 are still alive (12.5--27.4 months after treatment)
  Phase I/II (NCT01220544) Killig et al. ([@B55])                    AML (*n* = 24)                                                           Haplo-HSCT followed by NK-cell infusion from same donor and OKT3 treatment from days −5 to +3                                                                                                          PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                   Single dose: 1.61--32.2 × 10^6^ CD56+/CD3− cells/kg                                                                                                              Purity: CD56+ CD3− cells 99.97%. CD3+ cells 0.95--7.4 × 10^4^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                      Toxicity correlated with haplo-HSCT. Deaths: 2/24 GvHD, 6/24 infections and 7/24 died of relapse. 9/24 CR (0.1--8.6-year follow-up)
  Phase I/II (NCT00823524) Choi et al. ([@B54])                      AML (*n* = 32), ALL (*n* = 7), MDS (*n* = 1), DLBCL (*n* = 1)            HLA haplo-HSCT followed by DNKI from the same donor, 14 days and 21 days after HSCT                                                                                                                    *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donor. Culture duration: 13--20 days with IL-15, IL-21, and hydrocortisone                                                                                               Escalating doses (2×): 0.2 × 10^8^ cells/kg (3 pts), 0.5 × 10^8^ cells/kg (3 pts), 1.0 × 10^8^ cells/kg (8 pts), and ≥1.0 × 10^8^ cells/kg (27 pts)              Viability: 71--85%. Median purity: CD56+ CD122+ cells \>90%. CD3+ CD56+ cells \<3%. Fold expansion: 0.8--70 (after 13--20 days of culture)                                                                                  Well tolerated. 9/41 aGvHD, 10/41 cGVHD. In total, 11 patients died of TRM. In AML (21/29) (4/8) ALL/lymphoma are in CR
  Phase I (IND \# 12971) Klingemann et al. ([@B53])                  NHL (*n* = 6), MM (*n* = 5), and HL (*n* = 2)                            MHC-mismatched haploidentical NK-MC infusion, 49--191 days post auto-HSCT                                                                                                                              *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with IL-2                                                                                                                                  4 Escalating doses: 1 × 10^5^, 1 × 10^6^, 1 × 10^7^, and 2 × 10^7^ MC/kg                                                                                         Median purity: 26% CD56+ CD3− cells. 0.15% CD3+ cells. Median viability: 95% post wash                                                                                                                                      Well tolerated. No GvHD. 6/13 relapsed and 7/13 in remission
  Phase II (NCT01386619) Stern et al. ([@B52])                       AML (n = 8), ALL (*n* = 5), HL (*n* = 2) sarcoma (*n* = 1)               Haplo-HSCT followed by NK-DLI from the same donor, +day 3, +day 40, and +day 100 post HSCT                                                                                                             PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                   Repeated doses (2--3): 0.3--3.8 × 10^7^ cells/kg                                                                                                                 Median purity: CD3+ cells 0.03 × 10^5^ cells/kg. Median viability: 84%                                                                                                                                                      Safe and feasible. 4/16 aGvHD. Median follow-up of 5.8 years 4/16 are alive. 3/16 died from graft failure
  Phase I/II (NCT01386619) Brehm et al. ([@B49])                     AML (*n* = 6), ALL (*n* = 5), NB (*n* = 5), RMS (*n* = 1) HL (*n* = 1)   Haplo-HSCT followed by IL-2 stimulated NK-cell infusion (cryo) or unstimulated NK-cell infusion (fresh) from the same donor, +da 3, +day 40, and +day 100 post HSCT                                    *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 9--14 days with (group II) or without (group I) IL-2 (fresh or cryo). [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected          Repeated doses (1--3 doses): Group I: 3.2--38.3 × 10^6^ cells/kg Group II: 6.0--45.1 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                            Purity: CD56+ CD3− cells 84.4--98.6%. CD3+ cells group I: 0.4--53.4 × 10^3^ cells/kg. CD3+ cells group II: 7.7--98.3 × 10^3^ cells/kg. Viability: freshly NK-cell unstimulated median 93%. Cryo NK-cell IL-2 stim 30--70%   Well tolerated without GvHD \>grade II. Group I: 5/9 died (126--498 days post SCT), 3/9 CR (742--2,218 days). Group II: 5/9 died (27--373), 2/9 CR, and 2/9 in remission
  Phase I (NCT00586690) Rizzieri et al. ([@B48])                     Lymphoma (*n* = 30)                                                      3--6/6 HLA-matched haploidentical NK-cell infusion, --8 weeks post haplo-HSCT from the same donor                                                                                                      PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Only CD56 selected                                                                                                                                               Repeated dose (1--3): median dose in 3--5/6 HLA match: 9.21 × 10^6^ CD3+/CD56− cells/kg, median dose 6/6 HLA match: 10.6 × 10^6^ CD3+/CD56− cells/kg             6/6 HLA-matched: Purity: 87--100% CD56+ cells. 0.53 ± 1.1 × 10^6^ cells/kg CD3+ CD56−. 3--5/6 HLA-matched: Purity: 86--100% CD56+ cells. 0.27 ± 0.78 × 10^6^ cells/kg CD3+ CD56−                                            Safe. Low toxicity. 6/6 HLA-matched: 6/14 aGvHD (1 severe) and median OS 12 months. 3--5/6 HLA-matched: 8/16 aGvHD and median OS 27 months
  Phase I (NCT00569283) Yoon et al. ([@B47])                         AML (*n* = 12) MDS (*n* = 2)                                             HLA-mismatched HSCT followed by allo NK-cell infusion from the same donor                                                                                                                              *Ex vivo* expanded, differentiated and activated CD34+ progenitor cells (PB-derived) from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 21 days with FLt3, IL-7 and hydrocortisone followed by 21 days with IL-15, IL-21 and hydrocortisone   Single dose: 0.33--24.5 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                                         Mean purity: CD56+ CD122+ cells 64%. CD3+ cells 1.0%. Mean viability: 88%                                                                                                                                                   1/14 aGvHD and 4/14 cGvHD. 9/14 died (between 1.7 and 15.5 months), 4/14 CR (between 16.2 and 21.6 months) 1/14 PD (25.9 months)
  (BB-IND-11347) Shi et al. ([@B46])                                 MM (*n* = 10)                                                            Conditioning with Flu/Dex/Mel followed by haplo-KIR-ligand-mismatched NK-cell infusion on day 0 and day +2; IL-2 therapy daily (11×) starting on day +1 after NK-cell infusion; auto-HSCT on day +14   *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with IL-2 (pts 1--5) and brief incubation with IL-2 and anti-CD3 beads (pts 5--10)                                                         Combined dose (day 0 and day +2): 2.7--92 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                       Purity: median CD3+ cells 5.5 × 10^4^ cells/kg. Viability: 95%                                                                                                                                                              Safe and no GvHD. 5/10 CR, 1/10 PR, 1/10 MR, 1/10 SD, and 2/10 PD. 4/10 are alive at 1.4, 1.5, 2.3, and 3 years post NK-cell therapy
  Pilot study Koehl et al. ([@B45])                                  AML (*n* = 1) ALL (*n* = 2)                                              Haplo-HSCT followed by KIR-mismatched NK-cell infusion on day +1 or +2 post HSCT and additional infusions every 4--6 weeks; IL-2 therapy +2 days post HSCT, every second day for 2--4 weeks            *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: \>12 days with IL-2. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected (in three infusions)                                      Repeated doses (1--3): 8.9--29.5 × 10^6^ cells/kg (first infusion), 3.3 and 11.1 × 10^6^ cells/kg (second infusion), 33.8 × 10^6^ cells/kg (third infusion)      Purity: CD56+ CD3− cells 95%. Median CD3+ cells 0.04%, 45--1,100 × 10^3^ cells. Viability: 95%. Fold expansion: median 5 (after 14 days of culture)                                                                         Well tolerated, no GvHD. 1/3 CR (152 days), 2/3 died (80 days and 45 days after NK-cell infusion)
  Passweg et al. ([@B44])                                            AML (*n* = 4), CML (*n* = 1)                                             Haplo-HSCT followed by NK-DLI from the same donor 3--12 months post HSCT                                                                                                                               PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                   Single dose: 0.21--1.41 × 10^7^ cells/kg                                                                                                                         Median purity: CD56+ CD3− cells 97.3%. T-cell 0.22 × 10^5^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                         Well tolerated and feasible. 4/5 continuous remission (8--18 months), 1/5 PD

*CNS, central nervous system; MPDs, myeloproliferative disorders; LPD, lymphoproliferative disorder; MM, multiple myeloma; MDS, myelodysplastic syndromes; MDN, myelodysplastic neoplasms; MPN, myeloproliferative neoplasms; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; LBLL, lymphoblastic leukemia-lymphoma; ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; NB, neuroblastoma; RMS, rhabdomyosarcoma; CML, chronic myelogenous leukemia; NHL, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma; MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; DLBCL, diffuse large B cell lymphoma; FL, follicular lymphoma; ALCL, anaplastic large cell lymphoma; HL, Hodgkin's lymphoma; RCC, renal cell cancer; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; PNET, primitive neuroectodermal tumor; ACC, adrenal cortical carcinoma; EWS, Ewing sarcoma; DSRCT. desmoplastic small round cell tumor; Cy, cyclophosphamide; Flu, fludarabine; Bor, bortezomib; Dex, dexamethasone; Clo, clofarabine; Eto, etoposide; Cis, cisplatin; Pac, paclitaxel; Doc, docetaxel; Vin, vinorelbine; Gem, gemcitabine; Car, carboplatin; Pem, pemetrexed; TBI, total body irradiation; Tac, tacrolimus; Pred, prednisolone; mPred, methylprednisolone; Thy, thymoglobulin; Vin, vincristine; Adr, adriamycin; Predn, prednisone; Mel, melphalan; OKT3, muromonab-CD3; HSPC, human stem and progenitor cells; aGvHD, acute graft versus host disease; DNKI, donor NK-cell infusion; Stim, stimulated; Unstim, unstimulated; DFS, disease-free survival, CR, complete remission; PR, partial response; MR, minimal response; SD, stable disease; PD, progressive disease; aNK-DLI, donor-derived IL-15/4-1BBL activated NK-cell infusion; TRM, transplant-related mortality; MC, mononuclear cell; TLS, tumor lysis syndrome; PLS, passenger lymphocyte syndrome; NE, not evaluable*.

*^a^Culture method displays CD3 depleted PBMC's, otherwise deviated selection method is mentioned*.

In 2013, Stern et al. treated acute myeloid leukemia (AML), Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia, Hodgkin's lymphoma (HL), and sarcoma patients with allogeneic NK cells (CD3 depleted and CD56 selected) after a haploidentical HSCT, using the same donor as NK cell source. An overall survival (OS) of 25% was achieved during a median follow-up of 5.8 years. And 4/16 patients developed acute GvHD (aGvHD) due to high T-cell impurities present in two NK cell products and two from stem cell grafts, both containing ≥0.5 × 10^5^ cells/kg T cells ([@B52]). Although this prospective Phase II study reported the safety and feasibility of NK-cell infusion following allo-HSCT, it failed to yield results in support of anti-leukemia effects, raising questions as to whether the NK cell dosage of 0.3--3.8 × 10^7^ cells/kg used was sufficient to induce a clinical effect. In the same year, Klingemann et al. published data highlighting the safety and alloreactivity of HLA-mismatched (CD3 depleted) NK cells, transfused after autologous HSCT in multiple myeloma (MM), non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), and HL patients. In this study, 13 patients were enrolled; 6/13 relapsed and 7/13 were in remission during a follow-up between 144 and 1,158 days following autologous stem cell transplantation. The allogeneic NK cells were well tolerated without GvHD. In addition, this study also demonstrated that NK cells generated and processed at distant centers can be shipped and transfused without significantly affecting the viability and cytotoxicity of the NK cell product ([@B53]).

Choi et al. ([@B54]) summarized their observations from a study, in which allogeneic *ex vivo* expanded and activated NK cells derived from the same donor were administered 14 and 21 days post HLA haploidentical HSCT to patients with hematological malignancies (*n* = 41). The data set from this study was compared with a group of 31 patients, who underwent only HLA haploidentical HSCT. A significantly higher progression-free survival (PFS) was seen in the HSCT + NK group compared to HSCT only group (74% versus 46%). In addition to this, the occurrence of chronic GvHD (cGvHD) (15% versus 10%) and transplant-related mortality (27% versus 19%) was reduced in the HSCT + NK group compared to the HSCT only group ([@B54]). In another study by Killig et al. ([@B55]), AML patients were treated with haploidentical HSCT followed by NK-cell infusions (CD3 depleted and CD56 selected) from the same donor, on days +1 and +2 post HSCT. aGvHD was highly prevalent in 20/24 patients in this study and histological analysis of skin revealed that GvHD was associated with infiltration by perforin^+^CD8^+^ T cells. Allogeneic NK cells contributed to an increased OS in the HSCT + NK group compared to the HSCT only group (37% versus 14%) over a median follow-up of 2 years ([@B55]).

Subsequently, Shah et al. published data from a Phase I study treating patients with Ewing sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and desmoplastic small round cell tumors (*n* = 9), using donor-derived IL-15/4-1BBL-activated allogeneic NK cells (CD3 depleted and CD56 selected) following allogeneic HSCT from the same donor. aGvHD was highly prevalent in the patient group that received stem cells from matched unrelated donors and was directly linked with a faster T cell recovery and higher T cell chimerism from reconstituted HSCT grafts. About 4/9 patients were alive in this study with a median follow-up of 23.1 months ([@B56]). Lee et al. reported results from a Phase I study in patients with AML, myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS), and chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), in which alloreactive haploidentical NK cells (CD3 depleted and CD56 selected) were administered along with IL-2 injections, followed by thymoglobulin conditioning and allogeneic HSCT. Thymoglobulin was administered to prevent NK cells from hampering engraftment of allogeneic HSCT. Out of 20 evaluable patients, 16 had GvHD (10/16 aGvHD and 6/16 cGvHD) after transplantation. In this study, GvHD was not directly associated with donor T cell or NK cell contents. From this study, also it was concluded that the lack of anti-leukemic effect was mainly due to the low dose of infused NK cells and it was further suggested that thymoglobulin conditioning could also have potentially affected NK cells survival *in vivo* ([@B57]).

Later, Choi et al. presented results from a modified treatment protocol of four consecutive infusions of *ex vivo* activated and expanded haploidentical NK cells after HLA-matched HSCT and compared the outcomes to their previous study, in which they administered two infusions. In the subsequent study, additional donor NK-cell infusions were given on days 6 and 9 (i.e., at days 6, 9, 13, and 20). Out of 51 patients with ALL (*n* = 6) and AML (*n* = 45), 24/51 (47%) had four NK infusions. Out of 45 evaluable patients, the 3-year OS rate was 9% in AML and 21% for ALL and 9/45 had aGvHD. Early administration of NK cells after HSCT caused significant toxicities with no improvements in anti-leukemic effects, compared to the previous study. In this study group, a higher CR rate correlated with higher expression levels of NK activating receptors NKG2D and NCRs (NKp44, NKp46, and NKp30) on donor NK cells. In addition, NKp30 expression was significantly higher than that of NKG2D and other NCRs, thus suggesting a role for NKp30 as a predictive biomarker for anti-leukemic effects of NK cells ([@B58]).

In 2017, Shah et al. published data from a Phase I study, treating MM patients with UCB-derived NK cells (day 5) along with autologous-HSCT (day 0), following high-dose chemotherapy and low-dose lenalidomide. Mononuclear cells (MNCs) isolated from UCB units (CD3 depleted) were cultured with K562-based artificial antigen presenting cells (aAPCs) expressing membrane bound IL-21. No treatment related toxicities or GVHD was reported in this study. During a median follow-up of 21 months in 12 patients, 4/12 patients had progressive disease (PD) or relapsed. Stable expression of NKG2D and increased expression of CD16 and NKp30 of UCB-NK cells were observed in six patients. This study further reiterates the safety of NK-cell infusions in high doses; however, due to combinatorial set up with HSCT and lenalidomide, it is difficult to interpret the clinical efficacy of UCB-NK cells alone from this study ([@B59]).

Taken together, it is evident from these studies, as well as from many others, that GvHD, which is mainly caused by T cells from transplanted grafts, is a major concern in the field of allogeneic HSCT. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to reliably study the safety of allogeneic NK-cell infusions. The timing of NK-cell infusion, NK cell dosage and NK cell promoting conditioning regimens are critical factors that need to be more extensively studied to assess the safety and efficacy of allogeneic NK-cell infusions.

Adoptive NK Cell Therapy in a Non-Transplant Setting {#S7}
====================================================

To gain a better understanding of the safety and efficacy of allogeneic NK cell transfer, investigators started to study NK cells in a non-transplant setting. Landmark clinical trials were performed by Miller et al. ([@B50]), Iliopoulou et al. ([@B60]), Rubnitz et al. ([@B61]), Bachanova et al. ([@B62]) Curti et al. ([@B63]), and Geller et al. ([@B33]) predominantly in hematological malignancies, but also in various solid tumors. These studies demonstrated the safety and in part the efficacy of allogeneic NK-cell infusions in the absence of GvHD. A summary of allogeneic NK cell clinical trials in a non-transplant setting with published results is presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Summary of allogeneic NK cell clinical trials in a non-transplantation setting**.

  Study                                                                                   Malignancy                                                                                               Clinical Trial design                                                                                                                                      Culture method[^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                              Infused dose NK cells                                                                                                                                                                                                  Final product characteristics                                                                                                                                                      Outcome
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Phase I (EudraCT number: 2010-018988-41) Dolstra et al. ([@B73])                        AML (*n* = 10)                                                                                           Conditioning with Cy/Flu followed by KIR-mismatched UCB-NK-cell infusion                                                                                   *Ex vivo* expanded, differentiated and activated UCB-NK cells from unrelated donors. Culture duration: 42 days with GM-CSF, G-SCF, IL-6, SCF, Flt3L, TPO, IL-7, IL-2, and IL-15 [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD34+ selected HSPC's       Escalating doses: 3 × 10^6^ cells/kg (cohort 1), 10 × 10^6^ cells/kg (cohort 2), and 30 × 10^6^ cells/kg (cohort 3)                                                                                                    Mean purity: 74 ± 13% CD34+ cell product. 75 ± 12% generated CD56+ CD3− NK cells. 0.03 ± 0.04% CD3+ cells. 0.16 ± 0.21% CD19+ cells. Mean viability: 94%                           Well tolerated, no GvHD nor toxicity. 4/10 DFS for 55, 47, 17, and 12 months after infusion
  Phase I (NCT01898793) Romee et al. ([@B72])                                             AML (*n* = 13)                                                                                           Conditioning with Cy/Flu followed by cytokine-induced memory-like NK-cell infusion and subsequent IL-2 therapy (every other day, 6×)                       *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 12--16 h with IL-15, IL-12, and IL-18. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                             Repeated dose: level 1: 0.5 × 10^6^ NK cells/kg level 2: 1 × 10^6^ NK cells/kg level 3: 10 × 10^6^ NK cells/kg                                                                                                         Purity: \>90% CD56+ CD3− cells                                                                                                                                                     Well tolerated, no GvHD. 4/13 NE, 4/13 TF-PD, 3/13 CR, 1/13 Cri, and 1/13 MLFS
  Phase I (NCT00799799) Curti et al. ([@B71])                                             AML (*n* = 16)                                                                                           Conditioning with Cy/Flu followed by KIR ligand-mismatched NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (3× weekly for 2 weeks)                                          PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                       Single dose: 1.29--5.53 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                               Median purity: infused CD3+ cells: 0.65 × 10^5^ cells/kg. Mean viability: 95%                                                                                                      Feasible study, moderate toxicity. 9/16 DFS, 7/16 in relapse (3--51 months), 1/16 died of bacterial pneumonia
  Phase II (NCT00526292) Shaffer et al. ([@B70])                                          AML (*n* = 6) and MDS (*n* = 2)                                                                          Conditioning with Cy/Flu followed by HLA-mismatched NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (6×) starting 1 day before and after NK-cell infusion                   PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                       Single dose: 4.3--22.4 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                                Purity: ≥90% CD3− CD56+ cells. CD3+ cells \<0.1%. Viability: 82--100%                                                                                                              No GvHD. 3/8 PR, 5/8 no response. Median survival is 12.9 months
  Phase I (NCT01212341) Yang et al. ([@B69])                                              Lymphoma (*n* = 2) and solid tumor (*n* = 18)                                                            KIR ligand-mismatched NK-cell infusion                                                                                                                     *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from unrelated donors. Culture duration: 14 days with irradiated auto-PBMCs, OKT3 and IL-2                                                                                                       Single dose: 1 × 10^6^ cells/kg (cohort 1) 1 × 10^7^ cells/kg (cohort 2) Repeated dose: 1 × 10^6^ cells/kg (cohort 3) 3 × 10^6^ cells/kg (cohort 4) 1 × 10^7^ cells/kg (cohort 5), and 3 × 10^7^ cells/kg (cohort 6)   Purity: CD16 +/CD56+ cells: 98.13 ± 1.98%; CD3+ cells: 0.41 ± 0.43%; CD14+ cells: 0.40 ± 0.37%; CD19+ cells: 0.15 ± 0.25%. Fold expansion: 757.5 ± 232.2. Viability: 92.9 ± 2.1%   No GvHD nor severe toxicities. 8/20 SD, 9/20 PD, 3/20 NE. Median PFS in SD patients: 4 months (2--18 months)
  Phase I (NKAML: NCT00697671) Pilot study (NKHEM: NCT00187096) Rubnitz et al. ([@B67])   Relapsed leukemia post HSCT (*n* = 15) Refractory/relapsed leukemia (no prior HSCT) (*n* = 14)           Conditioning with Clo/Eto/Cy followed by KIR-matched or -mismatched NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (6×) starting 1 day before and after NK-cell infusion   *Ex vivo* expanded PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: \>12 h. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                          Single dose: 3.5--103 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                                 Median purity: 98.4% CD56+ cells. 0% CD3+ CD56− T cells. 0.31% CD19+ B-cells                                                                                                       Well tolerated, no GvHD. 6/29 PR, 14/29 CR, 8/29 no response, and 1/29 NE. 4/29 are alive and DFS
  Phase I (EudracT number: 2005-006087-62) Kottaridis et al. ([@B66])                     AML (*n* = 7)                                                                                            Conditioning with Flu and TBI followed by haploidentical tumor primed NK-cell infusion                                                                     *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with CTV-1 lysate and cryopreserved for infusion. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}Only CD56 selected                                          Single dose: 1 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                                        Purity: CD56+ cells 97.17% of which 80% CD56+ CD3− cells                                                                                                                           Serious adverse reactions, no GvHD. 3/7 in CR remained in remission, 1/7 in PR achieved CR, 2/7 relapsed and 1/7 died (6 months follow-up). Median OS: 141--910 days
  Phase I (BB-IND-14560) Szmania et al. ([@B65])                                          MM (*n* = 8)                                                                                             Conditioning with Bor (+/−Cy/Flu/Dex) followed by fresh haplo-(*n* = 6) or cryopreserved auto (*n* = 2) NK cells                                           *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical (fresh) and autologous (cryopreserved) donors. Culture: 8--9 days with K562-mb15-41BBL stimulator cells and IL-2                                                             Single dose: 2 × 10^7^--1 × 10^8^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                             Median purity: 78% CD3− CD56+ cells. CD3+/CD56-- 0.1%. Viability cryopreserved: 94%. Viability fresh: 93%. Recovery cryopreserved: 16%. Recovery fresh: 119%                       Feasible and safe. 1/8 PR, 6/8 PD, 1/8 NE, and 3/8 died between days 11 and 98 after NK-cell infusion
  Phase II (NCT00274846) Bachanova et al. ([@B64])                                        AML (*n* = 57)                                                                                           Conditioning with Cy/Flu; IL2DT in cohort 3 followed by haploidentical NK-cell infusion 1 day later; IL-2 therapy (14×, daily)                             *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with IL-2. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted (cohort 1) or CD3 depleted/CD56 selected (cohort 2) or CD3/CD19 depleted (cohort 3)   Single dose: 0.96 ± 0.3 × 10^7^ cells/kg (cohort 1) 0.34 ± 0.05 × 10^7^ cells/kg (cohort 2) 2.6 ± 1.5 × 10^7^ cells/kg (cohort 3)                                                                                      Purity: NK cells 39 ± 9%, T cells: 0.7% (cohort 1) NK cells 75 ± 6%, T cells: 1.3% (cohort 2) NK cells 54 ± 16%, T cells: 0.3% (cohort 3)                                          Well tolerated, no GvHD and mild toxicities. 9/42 in remission (1.8--15 months) (cohorts 1 and 2, *n* = 42). 8/15 in remission (1--32 months) (cohort 3, *n* = 15). DFS: 5% (cohorts 1 and 2) and 33% in cohort 3
  Tonn et al. ([@B43])                                                                    Solid tumors/sarcoma (*n* = 12) Leukemia/lymphoma (*n* = 2)                                              Pretreatment with mPred following NK-92 cell infusion                                                                                                      *Ex vivo* expanded and activated allogeneic NK-92 cells. Culture duration: 100--300 h with IL-2. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}No selection                                                                                               Repeated doses (2 × 48 h apart): 1 × 10^9^ (cohort 1), 3 × 10^9^ (cohort 2) and 1 × 10^6^ (cohort 3) cells/m^2^ and additional dose level of 10^10^ cells/m^2^ in some patients                                        Viability: \>80%. Fold expansion: 32                                                                                                                                               Infusion of 10^10^ NK-92 cells/m^2^ were well tolerated. 12/15 PD, 2/15 MR, 1/15 SD for 2 years, OS: 13--801 days
  Pilot study (NCT00799799) Curti et al. ([@B63])                                         AML (*n* = 13)                                                                                           Conditioning with Cy/Flu followed by KIR ligand-mismatched NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (3× weekly for 2 weeks)                                          PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                       Single dose: 1.11--5 × 10^6^ CD3− CD56+ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                       Mean viability: 95%. Median purity: 93.5% NK cells. Maximum T-cell dose 10^5^ cells/kg                                                                                             Feasible and safe, no GvHD. 5/13 active disease: 1/5 CR (6 months), 4/5 died of PD. 3/6 treated in CR are DFS (34, 32, and 18 months), 2/13 in MR in CR (4 and 9 months)
  Phase II (BB-IND 8847) Geller et al. ([@B33])                                           Refractory metastatic breast cancer (*n* = 14) Ovarian cancer (*n* = 6)                                  Conditioning with Cy/Flu with or without TBI followed by allogeneic NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (3× weekly for 2 weeks)                                 *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with IL-2                                                                                                                                      Single dose: 8.33 × 10^6^--3.94 × 10^7^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                       Viability: \>70%. Median T cells: 0.11% CD3+ cells                                                                                                                                 TLS and PLS and limited infusion or IL-2 related toxicities. 1/20 died due to grade 5 toxicity. 4/20 PR, 12/20 SD, and 3/20 PD (between 31 and 109 days)
  Pilot study Bachanova et al. ([@B62])                                                   B-cell NHL (*n* = 6)                                                                                     Conditioning with Cy/Flu and mAb (rituximab, 4×) before and after haplo NK-cell infusion followed by IL-2 therapy (6×, every other day)                    *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 8--16 h with IL-2                                                                                                                                  Single dose: 21 ± 19 × 10^6^ NK cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                               Purity: 43 ± 11% NK cells. 0.16 ± 0.12% T cells                                                                                                                                    Feasible and safe. 2/6 CR, 2/6 relapsed at 6 months, 2/6 died
  Pilot study NKAML Rubnitz et al. ([@B61])                                               AML (*n* = 10)                                                                                           Conditioning with Cy/Flu followed by KIR-mismatched NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (6×) starting 1 day before and after NK-cell infusion                   PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}CD3 depleted and CD56 selected                                                                                                                                       Single dose: 5--81 × 10^6^ cells/kg                                                                                                                                                                                    Median purity: B-cells 0.097 × 10^6^ cells/kg. T cells 1 × 10^3^ cells/kg                                                                                                          Feasible and safe. 10/10 in remission (569--1,162 days)
  Phase I (EudraCT number: 2005-005125-58) Iliopoulou et al. ([@B60])                     Non-SCLC (*n* = 16)                                                                                      Haploidentical NK-cell infusion after chemotherapy                                                                                                         *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: 21--23 days with IL-15 followed by 1 h with IL-15 and hydrocortisone. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}Only CD56 selected                          Repeated doses (2--4): 0.2--29 × 10^6^ cells/kg per dose                                                                                                                                                               Median purity: (T cells) CD3+ CD56+ CD28− 0.12 × 10^6^ cells/kg. CD56+ CD3 cells 97.9% (after 20 days culture). Fold expansion: 23                                                 Safe, no GvHD. 2/16 PR, 6/16 SD, 7/16 PD, 1/16 not treated. 1-year OS 56% (9/16), 2-year OS 19% (4/16)
  Phase I Arai et al. ([@B42])                                                            Metastatic RCC (*n* = 11) or Malignant Melanoma (*n* = 1)                                                NK-92-cell infusion                                                                                                                                        *Ex vivo* expanded and activated allogeneic NK 92 cells. Culture duration: 15--17 days with or without IL-2. [^a^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}No selection                                                                                   Repeated doses (3× in cohort): 1 × 10^8^ (cohort 1), 3 × 10^8^ (cohort 2), 1 × 10^9^ (cohort 3), and 3 × 10^9^ (cohort 4) cells/m^2^                                                                                   Fold expansion: 200 over 15--17 days. Viability: ≥80%                                                                                                                              Safe and feasible, mild toxicities (1 grade 4, hypoglycemia). 10/12 PD (died between day 101 and 1,059), 1/12 alive (1,450 days) and 1/12 died of bronchopneumonia (day 832)
  Phase I (BB-IND 8847) Miller et al. ([@B50])                                            Metastatic Melanoma (*n* = 10), Metastatic RCC (*n* = 13), Refractory HL (*n* = 1), and AML (*n* = 19)   Conditioning with low Cy/mPred or Flu or high-Cy/Flu followed by NK-cell infusion; IL-2 therapy (14×, daily)                                               *Ex vivo* expanded and activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors. Culture duration: o/n with IL-2                                                                                                                                      Escalating doses: low cy/mPred: 1 × 10^5^, 1 × 10^6^, 1 × 10^7^, or 2 × 10^7^ cells/kg (at least three per cohort). Flu or high-Cy/Flu: 2 × 10^7^ cells/kg                                                             Viability: \>70%. Purity: NK cells 40 ± 2%. T cells 1.75 ± 0.3 × 10^5^ cells/kg is 0.9 ± 0.1%. Monocytes 25 ± 1.6% and B-cells 19 ± 2%                                             Feasible and tolerated without toxicities. Low-Cy/mPred: 2/17 with MRCC SD for 20 and 21 months. 4/17 with MM SD for 4--9 months (*n* = 17) High-Cy/Flu: 5/19 AML pts in CR (*n* = 19)

*CNS, central nervous system; MPDs, myeloproliferative disorders; LPD, lymphoproliferative disorder; MM, multiple myeloma; MDS, myelodysplastic syndromes; MDN, myelodysplastic neoplasms; MPN, myeloproliferative neoplasms; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; LBLL, lymphoblastic leukemia-lymphoma; ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; NB, neuroblastoma; RMS, rhabdomyosarcoma; CML, chronic myelogenous leukemia; NHL, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma; MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; DLBCL, diffuse large B cell lymphoma; FL, follicular lymphoma; ALCL, anaplastic large cell lymphoma; HL, Hodgkin's lymphoma; RCC, renal cell cancer; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; PNET, primitive neuroectodermal tumor; ACC, adrenal cortical carcinoma; EWS, Ewing sarcoma; DSRCT, desmoplastic small round cell tumor; Cy, cyclophosphamide; Flu, fludarabine; Bor, bortezomib; Dex, dexamethasone; Clo, clofarabine; Eto, etoposide; Cis, cisplatin; Pac, paclitaxel; Doc, docetaxel; Vin, vinorelbine; Gem, gemcitabine; Car, carboplatin; Pem, pemetrexed; TBI, total body irradiation; Tac, tacrolimus; Pred, prednisolone; mPred, methylprednisolone; Thy, thymoglobulin; Vin, vincristine; Adr, adriamycin; Predn, prednisone; Mel, melphalan; OKT3, muromonab-CD3; HSPC, human stem and progenitor cells; aGvHD, acute graft versus host disease; DNKI, donor NK-cell infusion; Stim, stimulated; Unstim, unstimulated; DFS, disease-free survival, CR, complete remission; PR, partial response; MR, minimal response; SD, stable disease; PD, progressive disease; aNK-DLI, donor-derived IL-15/4-1BBL activated NK-cell infusion; TRM, transplant-related mortality; MC, mononuclear cell; TLS, tumor lysis syndrome; PLS, passenger lymphocyte syndrome; NE, not evaluable*.

*^a^Culture method displays CD3 depleted PBMC's, otherwise deviated selection method is mentioned in product characteristics*.

Here, we focus on the latest reports from clinical trials using allogeneic NK cells in a non-transplant setting. Bachanova et al. developed a recombinant cytotoxic protein, i.e., an IL-2/diphteria toxin fusion protein (IL2DT), which functions by selectively depleting the IL-2 receptor CD25 expressing cells, including regulatory T cells (T-regs). In total, 57 AML patients were treated with KIR and HLA-mismatched haploidentical NK cells and 15 of them in cohort 3 received IL2DT, 1 or 2 days prior to NK-cell infusion, to deplete T-regs. In addition to IL2DT treatment, three different processing methods were used, i.e., a CD3-depleted cohort (cohort 1, *n* = 32), a cohort using CD3 depletion followed by CD56 selection (cohort 2, *n* = 10), and a cohort using CD3 and CD19 depletion (cohort 3, *n* = 15). Higher NK cell doses were obtained from cohort 3, and it could possibly be the reason for the observed longer disease-free survival (DFS) (33% versus 5% at 6 months) in cohort 3 compared to cohorts 1 and 2. In this study, endogenous IL-15 serum levels correlated with reduced T-reg levels in patients treated with IL2DT ([@B64]).

Szmania et al. investigated the effect of infusing cryopreserved and freshly prepared NK cells (CD3 depleted), either allogeneic or autologous, given after bortezomib with or without lymphodepletion in high risk relapsed MM patients. NK cells were cocultured with K562-mb15-41BBL cells for 8--9 days. Initially, 6 out of 8 NK products were cultured with low dose IL-2 (10 U/ml), however, increasing the dosage of IL-2 to 500 U/ml resulted in enhanced expression of NKp30 and NK cytolytic activity without affecting the T cell content of the NK cell product and, therefore the last 2 patients in this study were treated with high dose IL-2 cultured NK cells. The highest post-transfer number of circulating NK cells was observed in the high dose IL-2 group. Patients treated with fresh NK cells showed a median 21-fold increase in peripheral NK cell rates by day 7, while no *in vivo* expansion of NK cells was seen in patients treated with cryopreserved NK cells. Overall, the NK-cell infusions were well tolerated and no GvHD was observed. From 7 evaluable patients, 6 had (PD), and 1 had a partial response (PR) for up to 6 months post infusion ([@B65]).

In the same year, Kottaridis et al. presented data from a clinical trial in AML, for the first time using tumor-primed NK cells from related haploidentical donors. During a 6-month follow-up period (*n* = 7), three patients in CR remained in CR, one patient in PR achieved CR, two patients relapsed, and one patient died. Median OS was 468 days post NK-cell infusion ([@B66]).

Rubnitz and his team reported on the safety and feasibility of haploidentical NK cell therapy in children with relapsed or refractory leukemia. NK cells were administered along with IL-2 injections in 29 patients, out of which 14 had not undergone HSCT (cohort I) and the other 15 have relapsed after HSCT (cohort II). In total, 90% of the NK cell donors were KIR mismatched and when the outcomes from both cohorts were combined, 14/29 were in CR, 6/29 showed PR, and 8/29 patients showed no response to the treatment ([@B67]).

The first clinical trial to adoptively transfer allogeneic NK cells derived from peripheral blood of unrelated donors without immune suppression was performed by Yang et al. In this study, allogeneic IL-2-activated NK cells (MG4101) were expanded at Green Cross Lab Cell ([@B68]) and administered to patients with advanced lymphoma and recurrent solid tumors. Following NK cell-adoptive transfer, an increase in NKG2D expression levels on CD8^+^ T cells, a reduction in the number of T-regs, and MDSCs followed by a decrease in serum levels of transforming growth factor-beta were noted. An enhanced PFS was noted in KIR-mismatched NK cell recipients. In addition, a KIR B haplotype was associated with a higher incidence of stable disease (SD). This study demonstrated that KIR-ligand mismatched donor NK cells can be safely administered without any sign of GvHD and with a GvT effect. Though an antitumor effect of the adoptively transferred NK cells could be observed, their persistence *in vivo* was shorter (between 1 and 4 days) in comparison to other clinical trials. This stresses the potential need for an effective NK cell-promoting conditioning regimen, to increase the life span and migration of NK cells in patients ([@B69]).

Shaffer et al. published results from a Phase II study in patients with relapsed or progressive AML (*n* = 6) or MDS (*n* = 2), treated with allogeneic NK-cell infusions and supported by IL-2 injections *in vivo*. NK cell donor chimerism was not detected post infusion, and no signs of GvHD were reported from this study. About 3/8 patients achieved PR of which 1/6 patients with AML and 1/2 patients with MDS achieved a CR after treatment but relapsed within 2 months. Of note, both these patients survived for 20.2 months post NK infusion, while the remaining 5 patients without response had a median survival of 5.4 months ([@B70]).

Around the same time, Curti et al. published results from a Phase I trial using KIR ligand-mismatched haploidentical NK cells to treat AML patients in CR (*n* = 16). About 7/16 patients relapsed, while 9/16 remained disease free at a median follow-up of 22.5 months. Overall, 69% (11/16) responded to therapy, with no signs of GvHD. Prolonged DFS was higher in patients with an absolute increase in the number of circulating alloreactive NK cells in this study ([@B71]).

Romee et al. investigated the antitumor effects of cytokine induced memory-like NK cells, which were adoptively transferred in relapsed or refractory AML patients after overnight activation with IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18. They were defined as memory-like NK cells based on their enhanced responsiveness upon restimulation with cytokines. NK-cell infusions were safe and well tolerated and no GvHD was reported in this study. Out of nine evaluable patients, four had CR and five showed disease responses ([@B72]).

Most recently, a first clinical trial using UCB CD34+ progenitor cell-derived NK cells was published by Dolstra et al. Allogeneic NK cells were generated from UCB CD34+ cells using an *ex vivo* expansion and differentiation method developed by Glycostem Therapeutics ([@B41]). In this study, 10 AML patients in morphologic CR, who were ineligible for HSCT transplantation, received partially HLA-matched (5/10 KIR ligand-ligand mismatched and 7/10 KIR receptor-ligand mismatched) UCB-NK cells (oNKord^®^). Following Cy/Flu conditioning, lymphocytopenia was induced and found to correlate with elevated IL-15 levels, which peaked at day 6 after NK-cell infusion. Out of 10 treated patients, 5 were alive and 4 had a DFS of 60, 52, 22, and 16 months after infusion. About 2/4 patients with very poor prognosis (i.e., with detectable MRD in bone marrow before NK infusion) became MRD negative for 6 months post NK infusion, indicating a potential GvT effect. UCB-NK-cell infusions were safe and well tolerated without signs of GvHD. Interestingly, UCB-NK cells expressing low levels of KIRs and CD16a at the end of the *ex vivo* culture, underwent further maturation post-transfer *in vivo*, resulting in the upregulation of KIRs and CD16a, but continued to preserve the activated phenotype denoted by high expression of NKp30, NKp44, NKp46, NKG2D, and DNAM ([@B73]).

In addition to NK cells from PBNK and UCB-NK, two clinical studies reported on the use of the NK-92 cell line. A Phase I trial conducted by Arai et al. investigated the safety and feasibility of allogeneic NK-92 cells in advanced renal cancer and melanoma. A total of 12 patients were evaluated and 6/12 had PD, 4/12 had SD, while 1/12 had minor response and 1/12 had mixed response, 4 weeks post infusion ([@B42]). Similarly, in another study with NK-92 conducted by Tonn et al., 15 patients were included with advanced solid (*n* = 13) and hematological malignancies (*n* = 2). About 1/7 tested patients produced antibodies against the HLA antigens expressed by NK-92 cells, 1/15 showed SD, 1/15 a mixed response, and the rest of the patient group had disease progression, being treated with a maximum tolerated dose of 10^10^ cells/m^2^. NK-92 cells had a very short persistence (48 h) *in vivo* ([@B43]). As NK-92 cells are derived from cancer (lymphoma) cells and require irradiation before infusion, which could hamper their ability to proliferate and home *in vivo*, potentially limiting their efficacy.

Overall, analyzing the data from adoptive allogeneic NK cell therapy trials in a non-transplant setting, we conclude that such treatments are very safe and well tolerated and efficacious in hematological malignancies, especially in AML, but as yet relatively ineffective in solid tumors. Trials using allogeneic NK cells alone yielded valuable information on the *in vivo* persistence, donor chimerism, and antitumor potential in different indications. Furthermore, unlike combined approaches with HSCT, the absence of life-threatening GvHD and major treatment-related toxicities makes this method advantageous and provides an opportunity to further enhance the cytotoxic effects of allogeneic NK cells.

Approaches to Augment NK Cell Functions: A View on Biotech Industries {#S8}
=====================================================================

As reviewed above, various clinical trials have been published, mainly initiated by academia, proposing allogeneic NK cells as an effective therapeutic option. As a result of these studies, interest in NK cell-based immunotherapy strategies has been engendered in an increasing number of biotech companies. Clinical trials conducted in academia are often restricted to Phase I or II, as progression of experimental therapies to Phase III clinical trials and further on to commercialization and marketing requires a level of funding that surpasses the capacity of academic institutions. The financing of market enabling studies is coming mainly from industry. Although NK cells can be effective in some types of cancer as a monotherapy, considering their heterogeneity, complex networking, and the inherent adaptability of several tumors to evade killing by immune cells, one believe is that it is necessary to improve on the efficacy of currently available NK cell products. In this respect, it is worthwhile to consider combinatorial approaches of different treatment strategies involving NK cell functions. A summary of biotech companies involved in NK cell research is listed in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Here, we review for a selected group of NK cell companies, which develop NK cell-specific treatments, the underlying scientific principles and findings of their product pipelines, revealing highly innovative concepts that herald future clinical applications.

###### 

**List of biotech NK cellular therapies and NK cell function enhancing compounds**.

  Company                            NK cell product                                                                      Product characteristics                                                                                                                                                               Disease target                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Product stage
  ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
  Fortress Biotech Inc.              CNDO-109                                                                             Tumor primed NK cells                                                                                                                                                                 AML                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Phase I/II
  Multimmune GmbH                    ENKASTIM-ev                                                                          A synthetic peptide which mimics Hsp70 and activates NK cells *ex vivo*                                                                                                               Metastatic colon and non-small cell lung cancer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Phase II
  Glycostem Therapeutics             oNKord^®^                                                                            NK cells derived from umbilical cord blood (UCB) progenitor cells                                                                                                                     AML and solid tumors                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Phase I (AML)
  NantKwest Inc.                     Activated NK-92 cells (aNK cell)                                                     IL-2-dependent tumor cell-derived NK cell line                                                                                                                                        Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Phase I
  High affinity NK cells (haNK)      aNK cells genetically modified to express CD16 for ADCC with therapeutic mAbs        Ideally in combination with IgG~1~ therapeutic mAbs in solid tumors (e.g., cetuximab) and hematological malignancies (e.g., rituximab)                                                Preclinical                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Target-activated NK cells (taNK)   aNK cells genetically modified to express CARs                                       NK-92 CARs are developed targeting tumor antigens in neuroblastoma, melanoma, breast cancer, MM and leukemias                                                                         Preclinical                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Green Cross Lab Cell               MG4101                                                                               *Ex vivo* expanded NK cells derived from CD3 depleted unrelated donors                                                                                                                Solid tumors and lymphoma (NCT01212341)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Phase I
  Gamida Cell                        NAM-NK cells                                                                         Nicotinamide-based PBNK cell culture system                                                                                                                                           Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Preclinical
  Celgene Cellular Therapeutics      NK cells                                                                             NK cells derived from UCB and placenta.                                                                                                                                               Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Preclinical
  Fate Therapeutics Inc.             iNK cells                                                                            NK cells derived from induced pluripotent stem cells                                                                                                                                  Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Preclinical
  Sorrento Therapeutics Inc          CARs to enhance tumor homing of NK-92 cells                                          NK-92 cells CAR targeting programming death ligand-1 and NK-92 CAR targeting receptor tyrosine kinase like orphan receptor to increase NK-92 tumor homing                             Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Preclinical
  Nkarta Therapeutics                NKG2D CARs                                                                           NKG2D CARs developed with NK-92 and PBNK to enhance the functions of NKG2D receptor in NK cells                                                                                       Osteosarcoma and hepatocellular carcinoma                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Preclinical
  Ziopharm Oncology Inc.             HLA gene editing                                                                     Zinc finger nuclease technology to delete HLA-A sequences from allogeneic NK cells, allowing them to evade recipient T cell killing                                                   Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Preclinical
  **Company**                        **NK cell enhancing products**                                                       **Product characteristics**                                                                                                                                                           **Disease target**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              **Product stage**
  Kyowa Hakko Kirin                  Mogamulizumab                                                                        Fc optimized anti CCR4 CD20 mAb                                                                                                                                                       CTCL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Phase III
  Genentech                          Obinutuzumab                                                                         Fc optimized anti CD20 mAb                                                                                                                                                            CLL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Phase II
  Mentrik Biotech, LLC               Ocaratuzumab                                                                         Fc optimized anti CD20 mAb                                                                                                                                                            CLL                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Phase II
  Roche Glycart                      Imgatuzumab                                                                          Fc optimized anti EGFR mAb                                                                                                                                                            Head and neck and KRAS mutant colorectal cancer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Phase I/II
  Affimed N.V.                       AFM13                                                                                Bispecific antibody binding to CD16a on NK cells and CD30 on tumor cells                                                                                                              Hodgkin's lymphoma and lymphomas                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Phase II
  AFM22                              Bispecific antibody binding to CD16a on NK cells and EGFR vIII on tumor cells        Head and neck and solid tumors                                                                                                                                                        Preclinical                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  AFM24                              Bispecific antibody binding to CD16a on NK cells and wild type EGFR on tumor cells   EGFR-expressing solid tumors                                                                                                                                                          Preclinical                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Innate Pharma S. A.                Lirilumab                                                                            mAb to block NK cell inhibitory signaling from KIRs (KIR2DL1--3)                                                                                                                      As monotherapy (Phase II, NCT02399917), with nivolumab (Phase I, NCT01592370), with ipililumab (Phase I, NCT01750580), 5-azacytidine (Phase I, NCT02399917), with nivolumab + 5-azacytidine (Phase II, NCT02599649), with elotuzumab (NCT02252263) and with rituximab (Phase I, NCT02481297)                                                                                    Phase I/II
  Innate Pharma S. A.                Monalizumab                                                                          mAb to block NK cell inhibitory receptor NKG2A                                                                                                                                        As monotherapy (Phase I/II, NCT02459301, NCT02331875) with cetuximab (NCT02643550), with ibrutinib (NCT02557516) and with durvalumab (NCT02671435)                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Phase I/II
  IPH4102                            mAb to block NK cell inhibitory receptor KIR3DL2                                     As monotherapy in CTCL (NCT02593045)                                                                                                                                                  Phase I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  IPH4301                            mAb to target NKG2D ligands MICA/MICB and it also mediates ADCC with NK cells        Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                           Preclinical                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Altor Biosciences corporation      ALT-803                                                                              IL-15 super agonist reported to stably express IL-15. Increases NK cell proliferation *in vivo*, also enhances expansion of migratory NK subsets                                      Advanced solid tumors (NCT01946789), MM (NCT02099539), HIV patients (NCT02191098), with nivolumab in NSCLC (NCT02523469), with rituximab (NCT02384954) in B cell Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) (NCT02384954), with (BCG) in Non-Muscle Invasive Bladder Cancer (NCT02138734), with chemotherapy drugs gemcitabine and Nab-paclitaxel in advanced pancreatic cancer (NCT02559674)   Phase I/II
  NOXXON Pharma                      NOX-A12                                                                              Functions as chemokine receptor CXCL12 inhibitor, enables the release of CXCL12 from the surface of tumor stromal cells, thus facilitating migration of tumor cells toward NK cells   Solid tumors and MM                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Preclinical
  AvidBiotics                        MicAbody proteins                                                                    Dual role: binds to NKG2D receptor in NK cells and to target antigens of interest simultaneously                                                                                      Solid tumors and hematological malignancies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Preclinical

*KIRs, killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors; ADCC, antibody-dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity; aNK, activated NK cells; haNK, high affinity NK cells; taNK, target activated NK cells; mAbs, monoclonal antibodies; NAM, nicotinamide; CARs, chimeric antigen receptors; EpCAM, epithelial cell adhesion molecule; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; KIR2DL1--3, killer cell immunoglobulin like receptor two domains long cytoplasmic tail 1--3; KIR3DL2, killer cell immunoglobulin like receptor three domains long cytoplasmic tail 2; MICA/MICB, MHC class-I-chain related protein A and B; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; BCG, Bacillus Calmette Guerin; MM, multiple myeloma; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; CTCL, cutaneous T cell lymphoma; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor*.
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Fc Optimized Monoclonal Antibodies (mAbs) {#S9}
=========================================

The potential of NK cells to mediate ADCC with therapeutic mAbs has been well described over the years ([@B74]). However, concerns have been voiced based on results from certain clinical trials, showing that polymorphisms in NK CD16 (V158V, V158F, and F158F) could influence the efficacy of mAb treatment and ADCC ([@B75]). To address this issue and limit the variations between different CD16 sequences, Fc glyco-engineered (defucosylated) mAbs with enhanced binding affinities to NK CD16a were developed. The Fc optimized anti-CCR4 mAb mogamulizumab ([@B76]) (Kyowa Hakko Kirin) has entered Phase III clinical testing in patients with adult T cell leukemia, emerging as the lead NK cell ADCC product to reach the market soon. Fc-optimized anti-CD20 mAbs Obinutuzumab (Genentech) ([@B77]) and Ocaratuzumab (Mentrik Biotech, LLC) ([@B78]) are currently tested in patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia and follicular lymphoma. Similarly, the Fc-optimized anti-EGFR mAb imgatuzumab (Roche Glycart) is tested in Phase I/II clinical trials for head and neck cancer and in KRAS mutant colorectal cancer ([@B79], [@B80]). Although Fc-engineered mAbs address NK-mAb-binding issues, reports of serious side effects, like from the imgatuzumab study ([@B81]), have made the scientists rethink this strategy and call for the careful study of the advantages and disadvantages of this approach.

Bispecific Antibodies {#S10}
=====================

In the last decade, several bispecific and trispecific Ab platforms, simultaneously targeting immune cells and tumor cells, have been developed in the field of cancer immunotherapy ([@B82]). To date, the majority of bispecific Abs that has been developed targets T cells, while only a limited number of bispecific approaches targets NK cells ([@B83]). Affimed is a clinical stage pharmaceutical company developing bifunctional antibodies that recruit immune cells such as T and NK cells to tumor sites. These bispecifics (TandAbs) are tetravalent in nature, thus offering four binding sites, two aimed at tumor antigens and two aimed at immune cells. Currently, Affimed's AFM13 that targets CD30 on cancer cells and CD16a on NK cells is in clinical Phase II testing in patients with HL. In Phase I studies AFM13 was found to be safe and well tolerated and resulted in an overall response rate of 23%. Furthermore, AFM13 treatment resulted in an increase in NK cell activation and a decrease in soluble CD30 levels in peripheral blood (NCT01221571) ([@B84]). Further, two other bispecific CD16a-based tumor targeting antibodies are in preclinical phase development, i.e., AFM22 and AFM24 that bind to EGFRvIII expressed by several solid tumors, including glioblastoma (GBM), and wild-type EGFR, respectively. Another promising NK cell-focused bispecific platform is developed by AvidBiotics to target tumors that evade NK killing *via* downregulation or shedding of the NKG2D ligand MICA, which is a major limiting step in NK-mediated tumor targeting. To overcome this, AvidBiotics designed MicAbody proteins that bind to the NK cell NKG2D receptor with high affinity. Further, this MicAbody was engineered with an additional binding site to target tumor antigens of interest, thus enabling recruitment of NK cells to tumors ([@B85]).

NK Cell Checkpoint Inhibitors {#S11}
=============================

Another strategy to increase NK cell functionality is the disruption or blocking of NK inhibitory signals. Innate Pharma is a clinical stage pharmaceutical company focused on developing NK cell checkpoint inhibitors. Lirilumab (IPH2102/BMS 986015) is a fully humanized IgG~4~ anti-KIR mAb against the inhibitory KIRs KIR2DL1, L2, and L3, which are expressed predominantly on NK cells and on some T cells. Lirilumab induced significant anti-tumor activity of NK cells against HLA-C-expressing tumor cells, contributing to increased survival in lirilumab-treated mice ([@B86]). Similar to KIRs, the NK cell inhibitory receptor NKG2A binds to its ligand HLA-E on tumor cells resulting in an inhibition of NK cell function. HLA-E is overexpressed in colon, cervical, and ovarian cancers, thus serving as an escape mechanism for NK killing in these tumors ([@B87], [@B88]). The anti-NKG2A mAb monalizumab was developed to block the interaction between NKG2A and HLA-E and is currently under clinical investigation. IPH4102, which targets KIR3DL2, is under Phase I clinical investigation in cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL). Clinical trials testing lirilumab, monalizumab, and IPH4102 are listed in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

Genetic Modification of NK Cells {#S12}
================================

In addition to successful expansion, differentiation, and demonstrable anti-tumor effects of NK cells, NK cell tumor targeting can be made more specific by employing chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) as demonstrated for T cell adoptive transfer strategies ([@B89]). CARs are recombinant Ab-based molecules that upon expression in immune effector cells bind antigens of interest on target cells, resulting in immune activation and enhanced immune effector cell survival through specific intracellular signaling motifs fused to the antigen binding domain \[usual a single-chain Fv fragment (scFv)\]. PBNK-CARs against breast cancer (HER-2), NB (CD244), and CD19 + B-cell precursor cell ALL (CD19) ([@B90]) have demonstrated efficacy in preclinical studies, while two clinical trials are ongoing using modified haplo-identical PBNK cells with anti-CD19 CARs in B cell malignancies (NCT00995137 and NCT01974479) ([@B89]). NantKwest, is actively involved in enhancing the functions of its lead product, parental NK-92 cells (activated NK cells, aNK), through gene modifications employing CARs to make them target specific. NK-92 CARs (taNK) are developed against tumor markers in NB (GD2), melanoma (GPA7) ([@B91]), breast cancer (EpCAM, HER-2, EGFR) ([@B92], [@B93]), MM \[CS1 ([@B94]), CD138 ([@B95])\], and leukemias (CD19, CD20) ([@B96]) and have shown efficacy in preclinical studies. In an alternative approach, NK-92 cells have also been modified to express CD16a (high affinity NK cells, haNK) to promote ADCC ([@B97]). NantKwest has also partnered with Sorrento Therapeutics to develop NK-92 CARs targeting programmed death-ligand1 (PD-L1) ([@B98]) and receptor tyrosine kinase-like orphan receptor 1 (ROR-1) ([@B99]).

Besides specific targeting of tumor antigens and strategies to promote ADCC, Nkarta therapeutics developed NKG2D CARs (NKG2D-CD3ζ-DAP10) using NK-92 cells and PBNK cells, which exhibited enhanced cytotoxicity against osteosarcoma and hepatocellular carcinoma when compared to activated and expanded PBNK cells ([@B100], [@B101]). mRNA-based genetic engineering has been used to enhance migration of NK cells to tumors.

Apart from gene modification, gene editing is also widely used to overexpress or knock out genes of interest to augment NK cell function. Expression of HLA-A on allogeneic NK cells leads to rejection of allogeneic NK cells by the recipient's T and NK cells. Cooper and colleagues from Ziopharm Oncology used zing finger nuclease (ZFN) technology to remove HLA-A sequences from allogeneic NK cells, thus enabling these immune effector cells to escape rejection from recipient T cells. However, in that case, there is yet a high probability of being attacked by endogenous NK cells targeting HLA-A negative allogeneic cells. This was further addressed by retaining HLA-B and HLA-C genes in donor NK cells ([@B102]--[@B104]). To increase NK cell persistence *in vivo*, scientists at oNKo-innate identified a group of proteins called suppressor of cytokine signaling (CIS, SOCS 1--7), which negatively regulate CIS pathways. SOCS1 and SOCS3 bind to JAK1, JAK2, and TYK2 molecules and inhibit JAK activity. Similarly, CIS protein binds to JAK1 and suppresses IL-15 signaling in NK cells. It became evident from *in vivo* studies in mice with *Cish^−^*/*^−^* knockout NK cells that loss of CIS led to prolonged IL-15 signaling, resulting in an increased proliferation, survival, and functionality of NK cells ([@B105]).

NK Cells from iPSCs {#S13}
===================

In recent years, NK cells generated from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC-NK) and human embryonic stem cells (hESC-NK) have been gaining more interest as an NK cell therapeutic product. Fate Therapeutics developed a platform technology to generate NK cells from iPSC. hESC/iPSC were made into aggregates by centrifugation to form so-called embryoid bodies (spin EBs) ([@B106]), giving rise to hematopoietic progenitor cells expressing CD34 and CD45, which were then differentiated into mature NK cells using a specific cytokine cocktail. iPSC/hESC-derived NK cells were shown to express common NK cell markers, such as KIRs, CD16, NKp44, NKp46, NKG2D, and TRAIL, and were cytotoxic against several hematological and solid tumor cells *in vitro* ([@B107], [@B108]). In the next stage, iPSC/hESC-derived NK cells were successfully expanded using IL-2 and K562-based aAPCs with membrane-bound IL-21 to generate sufficiently high numbers for clinical applications ([@B109]).

NK Cells from Human UCB Cells {#S14}
=============================

Stem cell progenitors from cord blood offer a unique platform to be expanded and differentiated into cytotoxic NK cells. The low immunogenicity of cord blood cells strongly reduces the risk of relapse and GvHD after transplantation ([@B110]). Considering the advantages of using cord blood, Glycostem Therapeutics, a clinical stage biotech company, which in the last decade has developed a flexible platform technology to expand and differentiate NK cells from CD34+ cells ([@B111]), upgraded this into a large scale GMP UCB-NK platform for clinical implementation (oNKord^®^) ([@B41]). UCB-NK cells were infused at up to 30 × 10^6^ cells/kg/bodyweight in elderly AML patients, resulting in excellent safety and initial efficacy in a Phase I trial. Infused oNKord^®^ cells showed active migration to the marrow and further matured in the absence of any exogenous cytokine injections. This confirms previous findings from a preclinical model, showing migration to the bone marrow and upregulation of KIRs and CD16a *in vivo* as well as antileukemic activity ([@B112]). oNKord^®^ is well characterized and was found to have a similar functionality and gene expression profile as PBNK cells ([@B113]). Furthermore, oNKord^®^ is highly cytotoxic against solid tumor targets such as cervical cancer cells, in which killing was independent of HLA expression levels, tumor histology and HPV types ([@B114]), or colorectal cancer cells, in which killing was independent of tumor EGFR levels, and RAS and RAF mutations ([@B115]), thus paving the way for oNKord^®^ as immunotherapy for advanced solid tumors.

Cytokines to Enhance NK Cell Functions {#S15}
======================================

To improve the antitumor activity of autologous NK cells, systemic administration of clinical grade recombinant IL-2 (rIL-2) and single chain IL-15 (scIL-15) has been used in high doses and this has resulted in severe grade 3/4 toxicities ([@B116]--[@B118]). Since then, their safety and efficacy have been tested in low doses following NK cell-adoptive transfer in cancer patients ([@B50], [@B63], [@B119]). However, IL-2 resulted in expansion and mobilization of inhibitory T-regs, severely limiting NK cell cytotoxicity ([@B120]). This shifted the focus toward the use of IL-15 for clinical trials involving NK cells. Currently more potent and advanced heterodimeric IL-15, which has a longer shelf life than scIL-15, is being tested in several studies ([@B121]). IL-15 is known to be more effective in membrane-bound form (i.e., bound to its receptor), engaging target immune cells in a cell contact dependent manner. Campana and his team (from Nkarta Therapeutics) addressed this by stably transducing the membrane bound IL-15 (mbIL-15) gene into proliferating PBNK cells, which were stimulated with K562-mb15-41BBL. mbIL-15 resulted in increased survival, proliferation, and enhanced cytotoxic functions of NK cells ([@B122]). Further, Cyto-Sen Therapeutics compared mbIL-15 to K562-based aAPCs with mbIL-21. From their findings, it was evident that mbIL-21 NK cells have a significantly higher expansion and proliferation ability compared to mbIL-15 NK cells ([@B123]). Cyto-Sen also developed plasma membrane particles (PM21) engineered from K562-mb21-41BBL cells and found that these PM21 particles stimulated efficient NK cell expansion in AML patient's PBMC samples ([@B124]).

Compared to IL-2, the use of IL-15 minimizes capillary leak syndromes and has less side effects overall, thus providing a strong rationale to use IL-15 instead of IL-2. However, the use of mammalian recombinant IL-15 in the clinic has been limited due to its short half-life and decreased functional activity *in vivo*. Altor BioSciences corporation came up with a unique design to overcome these limitations. It developed an IL-15 super agonist known as ALT-803. It consists of a human IL-15 mutant N72D variant, which is stably complexed with a soluble human IL-15Rα sushi-Fc dimer protein. Enhanced biological activity of ALT-803 was reported in several preclinical studies showing durable antitumor activity in various solid and hematological malignancies ([@B125]--[@B128]). Furthermore, ALT-803 facilitated expansion of effector and migratory NK cell subsets and significantly decreased the metastatic activity of tumor cells in a murine colon cancer pulmonary metastasis model ([@B129]). ALT-803 stimulated primary human NK cells to exhibit increased degranulation, IFNγ production, and ADCC when exposed to B cell lymphoma cell lines coated with IgG~1~ therapeutic anti-CD20 mAbs ([@B130]). Several clinical trials are currently ongoing with ALT-803 as monotherapy in patients with advanced solid tumors, hematological malignancies, and AIDS as summarized in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

Priming NK Cells to Enhance Tumor Killing {#S16}
=========================================

Mark Lowdell and his team proposed that for a NK cell to be able to kill tumor cells, it requires a priming and triggering signal. NK cells failing to kill tumor cells, though they are exposed to the triggering signal, remain inactive due to the absence of a priming ligand. To address this, Fortress Biotech (previously known as Coronado Biosciences) developed a technology to increase NK cell tumor killing using cell lysates from the leukemia cell line CTV-1, known as CNDO-109, to prime NK cells. A Phase I/II clinical trial of activated PBNK cells from haploidentical donors coincubated with CNDO-109, infused at doses of up to 3 × 10^6^ kg/recipient/body weight was tolerable without any adverse reactions. Out of seven evaluable patients, four remained disease relapse free for more than 1 year ([@B131]).

Another NK cell-activating product is ENKASTIM-ev, developed by Multimmune GmbH, which mimics the functions of heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70). ENKASTIM-ev resulted in NK specific activation and actively targeted Hsp70 expressing tumors. Safety of Hsp70-activated autologous NK cells has been documented in a Phase I study in patients with metastatic colorectal and non-small cell lung cancer ([@B132]).

Enhancing NK Cell Homing Functions {#S17}
==================================

Gamida-cell developed a feeder cell-free NK cell culture and expansion system containing nicotinamide (NAM) to generate NK cells from PBMC apheresis products. Nicotinamide, a derivative of vitamin B3, serves as a potent inhibitor of NAD dependent enzymes. Results from *in vivo* studies in mice showed that PBNK cells expanded with NAM in feeder free cultures exhibited increased homing potential toward lymphoid organs, with a significant increase in the expression of CD62L (L-selectin) compared to cultures without NAM ([@B133]).

Tumor Disruptive Technology Aiding NK Tumor Recognition {#S18}
=======================================================

NOXXON Pharma target chemokine receptor CXCL12, with the aim of increasing the sensitivity of tumor cells to drugs and immune cells. Their product NOX-A12 functions as a CXCL12 inhibitor and enabled the release of CXCL12 from the surface of tumor stromal cells and blocked its interaction with cell surface receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7. This mechanism facilitated the mobilization of CXCR4-expressing tumor cells from their tissue niches to areas, where they become easily accessible by NK cells or T cells ([@B134], [@B135]). Using tumor spheroids, increased mobilization of T and NK cells toward tumor cells in the tumor microenvironment was demonstrated. NOX-A12 also enhanced NK killing of obinutuzumab-coated Raji cells *in vitro*, mediated by ADCC ([@B136]).

Conclusion {#S19}
==========

From this literature review, we conclude that adoptive transfer of allogeneic NK cells in a non-transplant setting is safe and shows early signs of clinical efficacy against hematological and certain solid tumors. Current data are mostly based on Phase I clinical trials, and hence it is still too early to get an overall picture of NK cell alloreactivity in different kinds of cancer. Most of the clinical studies conducted so far have used primary NK cells but with limited efficacy, pointing to the need to improve the functionality of these NK cells after their transfer to patients. The growing opportunities to augment NK cell functions have attracted several biotech companies to invest in NK cell research, spearheading NK therapy development with different innovative approaches. This review also stresses the need for combining adoptive transfer of allogeneic NK cells with NK function-augmenting products to achieve a maximum anti-tumor effect. As NK cells are safe to infuse, the use of CAR-NK cells may be instrumental in providing a much safer but still very effective platform, to bring CAR-based therapies to broader clinical applications. It may also facilitate effective tumor targeting of NK cells. oNKord^®^ and iPSC-derived NK cells could serve as alternative allogeneic platforms to develop CAR-NK products, besides NK cell lines. In a solid tumor setting, NK cells are challenged by several factors that affect their homing and penetration into the tumor tissues. Moreover, they should achieve and maintain an activated effector state, even in the face of immune suppressive conditions, that are prevalent in patients with cancer. To overcome these bottlenecks in NK therapy of solid tumors, a plethora of creative solutions are being pursued by numerous research labs as well as by biotech companies in clinical or close to clinical phase. Strategies to enhance NK cell functions from leading NK cell products are summarized in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. With all these exciting developments, NK cells are set to make a considerable impact on the future treatment of patients with hematological as well as with solid tumors.

![**Strategies to augment natural killer (NK) cell functions**.](fimmu-08-00631-g002){#F2}
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